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What is STEM showcase?

- Information literacy speed dating
- Introduce students to a range of resources
- They pick what they want to learn about
- Lunch provided
- Handouts are provided for all topics and tools
WHAT'S AVAILABLE TO DISCOVER?
Checklist

Theme: Reference management
Zotero (Amy Theobald)
Mendeley (Eleanor Barker)
Keeping up to date (Clair Castle)

Theme: Online presence for researchers
Blogging (Laura Jeffrey)
Twitter (Ryan Cronin)
Academia.edu/ResearchGate/Google Scholar (Elena Varela Fuentes)

Theme: Organisation and time management
Cloud storage (Lauren Cadwallader)
Trello (Veronica Phillips)

Theme: Presenting your work
Canva (Katie Hughes)
Creative Commons Images (Maria Angelaki)
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Vote for your favourite thing!

Use a coloured dot to vote, leave a comment explaining why using a sticky note.

IFTTT
Overleaf & LaTeX
Keeping up-to-date
Apollo
LinkedIn
Your thesis
Metrics
Symplectic Elements
ORCiD
Your career
Benefits

• Good way to reach out to students
• Can cover a lot of resources in a short amount of time
• Students decide what they want to learn about
• Staff can share resources and learn from each other
• Networking opportunity